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1) Have any data been collected for this study already?

No, no data have been collected for this study yet.

2) What's the main question being asked or hypothesis being tested in this study?

Research question: Does the expected positive effect of communication that argues in favor of the building of five wind energy plants on recipients'

willingness to vote for the building of the wind energy plants in a referendum depend on recipients' conspiracy mentality and the motive of the source?

Hypotheses:

Overall, we predict that communication by a neutral source (vs. source with vested interests and the control condition) that argues in favor of the building

of the wind energy plants increases the willingness to vote for the building of the wind energy plants in a referendum when conspiracy mentality is high. A

smaller or even no effect should occur among those low in conspiracy mentality as they are expected to already show high willingness (i.e., we expect a

ceiling effect among those low in conspiracy mentality).

For the single conditions this can be divided into two specific hypotheses.

Hypothesis 1: When no communication is provided (control condition) or communication from a source with vested interests is provided, conspiracy

mentality negatively predicts the willingness to vote for the building of the wind energy plants. This effect is smaller, when communication that argues in

favor of the building of the wind energy plants is provided by a neutral source.

For the source with vested interests condition, a rivalling hypothesis is also plausible.

Hypothesis 2: When communication that argues in favor of the building of the wind energy plants is provided by a source with vested interests, there will

be a reduced willingness predominantly among those high in conspiracy mentality compared to the control condition.

3) Describe the key dependent variable(s) specifying how they will be measured.

The main dependent variable is the willingness to vote for the building of five wind energy plants in a fictitious referendum in participants' home town

(rating from 0% = "I would definitely vote with no" to 100% = "I would definitely vote with yes").

4) How many and which conditions will participants be assigned to?

Participants will be randomly assigned to one of three conditions (communication: neutral source vs. source with vested interests vs. control) in a

between-subjects design. Participants in the neutral source condition will read an information leaflet from the local administration that argues for the

building of five wind energy plants. Participants in the source with vested interests condition will read the same leaflet but stemming from the executive

energy company. Participants in control condition will not read the leaflet. 

Conspiracy mentality will be assessed as continuous predictor (12 items).

5) Specify exactly which analyses you will conduct to examine the main question/hypothesis.

We will conduct a multiple regression analysis with the willingness to vote for the building of the wind energy plants in a referendum as dependent

variable. Communication will be coded using orthogonal contrasts (focal contrast: +2 neutral source, -1 source with vested interests, -1 control; residual

contrast: 0 neutral source, +1 source with vested interests, -1 control). Conspiracy mentality will be mean-centered. Both contrasts, conspiracy mentality

and the interactions between conspiracy mentality and both contrasts will be included as predictors. Evidence for our main hypothesis would be provided

by a significant interaction effect of the focal contrast and conspiracy mentality plus a significant focal contrast among those with high conspiracy mentality

(+1 SD).

6) Describe exactly how outliers will be defined and handled, and your precise rule(s) for excluding observations.

Requirements for participation:

- at least 18 years old

- no psychology students

- speaking German fluently

- not taking the survey multiple times

- not failing the attention check ("Great events need equally great explanations. Please answer this question with '4'")
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The remaining data will be checked for outliers using studentized deleted residuals (SDR) from a multiple regression of the main DV on the main predictors

and their interactions described under #5. Participants with an absolute SDR > 2.59 in the multiple regression analysis will be excluded from further

analysis.

7) How many observations will be collected or what will determine sample size? No need to justify decision, but be precise about exactly how the

number will be determined.

We are aiming to test 300 participants (i.e., 100 per condition).

Sequential testing: In case the main effect of the focal contrast among those high in conspiracy mentality (+1 SD) reveals an effect of d > 0.2 (but not

significant), we will continue data collection. Based on the observed effect size at this point, we will determine the sample size of the second data collection

following the suggestions by Lakens (2014). In case of d < 0.2, we will not collect further data.

8) Anything else you would like to pre-register? (e.g., secondary analyses, variables collected for exploratory purposes, unusual analyses planned?)

Exploratory measures in all three conditions:

- attitude towards the wind energy plants (4 items)

- political orientation (1 item)

Exploratory measures in the communication conditions (neutral source vs. source with vested interests) only:

- perceived source motives (5 items)

- trust in the communication source (4 items)

- reactance (2 items)

In the no communication condition, we will assess regulatory mode (22 items) and social comparison orientation (12 items) at the end of the survey for the

purpose of an unrelated research project.

The study will be conducted in German.
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